A compact yet comprehensive guide, the Harbrace College Handbook, Thirteenth Edition offers practical, well-organized, and easily accessible advice for writers. Specific examples throughout the book demonstrate the principles of writing that are applicable to both course work and professional tasks, and frequent cross-references establish how these principles inform each other. *Synopsis* may belong to another edition of this title. Buy New Learn more about this copy. I acquired my first Harbrace College Handbook as a college freshman in 1952. It has been an invaluable reliable reference for navigating through the many writing challenges faced in the professional world as well as personal family growth. I am happy to have this new and updated copy to keep my writing skills up to par. For three decades, I've consulted the Harbrace College Handbook on countless occasions. It first came to my attention when I tutored college English students and served as writer and sports editor for the campus paper. Later, it became a crucial help to me when I taught high school and middle school English, and it never left my side when I served as a copy editor/proofreader for an education company. We cannot confirm a book is missing in the mail until 28 days after the dispatch date. Related items to consider. Item 1 Harbrace college handbook for canadian writers, with the new mla documentation s 1 -Harbrace college handbook for canadian writers, with the new mla documentation s. £7.75. + £3.00 postage.